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DAY 1  
Arriving at Nürenberg Airport  → transfer to SPA Františkovy Lázně → 
accommodation and time for your own in the city → dinner at the hotel 
DAY 2  
Breakfast at the hotel → transfer to Seeberg castle ( castle tour ) and back 
by walk through SOOS National Natural Reserve ( possible for nordic 
walking ) approx. 6km → spa procedures due to the order and time for 
your own → dinner at the hotel  
DAY 3 
Breakfast at the hotel → transfer to Mariánské Lázně → guided tour 
„Histroic City“ 1,5 hours and time for your own in Mariánské Lázně SPA → 
transfer to hotel and spa procedures due to the order → dinner at the 
hotel 
DAY 4 
Breakfast at the hotel → transfer to Karlovy Vary  → guided tour „Hot 
springs and famous buildings“ 1,5 hours and time for your own in Karlovy 
Vary SPA → transfer to hotel and spa procedures due to the order → 
dinner at the hotel 
DAY 5  
Breakfast at the hotel → transfer to Doubí → Trip via Svatošské Rocks to 
Loket Castle ( approx. 10km ) and Castle tour  → transfer to hotel and spa 
procedures due to the order → dinner at the hotel 
DAY 6 
Breakfast at the hotel → transfer to Cheb → guided city tour in Cheb and 
time for your own → transfer to hotel and spa procedures due to the 
order → dinner at the hotel 
DAY 7 
Breakfast at the hotel → departure to Nürenberg Airport 

ACCOMMODATION INFO 

 

PACKAGE INCLUDES 

 

GENERAL INFO  

S 

 

 ACCOMMODATION EXAMPLES 
Accommodation: 

 6 x accommodation in hotel in Františkovy Lázně 
Other services 

 All transfers 

 Dinner at the hotel  

 Entrance fees 

 All transfers 

 Guided Tours 

 Medical Procedures ( 12 x stay / person ) 

 Free swimming pool and Finnish sauna 

 Drinking regime ( hot spring directly in the hotel ) 
( in SPA KUR hotel Harvey ) 

 
 

Famous SPA triangle of the Czech Republic Františkovy Lázně ( German: Franzensbad) is a spa town in Cheb District of 

Karlovy Vary Region, in the Czech Republic. Together with neighbouring Karlovy 

Vary and Mariánské Lázně, it is part of the renowned West Bohemian Spa 

Triangle. The historic town centre, under monumental protection since 1992, was 

nominated for inclusion in the UNESCO World Heritage roster. The salutary 

effects of the surrounding springs were known from the late 14th century on. The 

physician Georgius Agricola (1494–1555) mentioned the mineral water available 

to Eger citizens. The sources from which, according to ancient law, water was 

drafted and brought to the city, were first used locally for salutary purposes. 

Later, the water was also shipped in earthenware bottles and in 1700, it 

reportedly sold more water than all other spas in the Empire combined. About 

1705, an inn was erected at the site of a mineral spring later known as 

Franzensquelle. 

 Price is based on a group of 15 persons 
 Price is per person per stay in double room 
 Single supplement on request 

 
     Prices are informative and based on availability. Program can be 
modified according to your requirements or budget. Send us your 
travel dates to reservations@codan-agentura.com and we will 
prepare fixed offer. 
 

Package price is based on a stay at least in 3-star hotel. We can of 
course offer hotels in different category or location. 
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